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Note:   (1) Attempt any Two questions from Section A 

            (2) Attempt any Four questions from Section B. 

            (3) All questions are compulsory in Section C. 

 

Section-A 

(Long Answer Type Questions) 

2x15=30  

 

1. What are string expressions in VB? How Concatenation and Like operators are used for 

manipulating these expressions? 

2. Explain the difference between the fixed length and variable length strings. 

3. Discuss the Do……….while and While……. Wend statements with reference to Visual 

Basic. 

4. Explain the process of creating a distribution package using the PD wizard. 

 

Section-B 

(Short Answer Type Questions) 

4x5=20  

1. Discuss the features of Visual Basic. List any five elements of the IDE of Visual Basic. 

2. Which mathematical operators are used in VB for performing mathematical calculations? 

3. Write a short note on the Repalce$ function used in VB. 

4. What is meant by data type? 

5. What do you know about the sequence?   

6. Explain how you would create scrollbars and time event. 

7. Discuss the method of creating pop-up menus. 

8. With the help of an example code, explain the concept of common font dialog box. 

 

Section-C 

(Objective Questions) 

10x1=10  

 

1. The CancelButton property belongs to which object? 



a. Button 

b. Form 

c. Label 

d. TextBox 

2. A click event procedure stud for the label control can be created by? 

a. selecting the object and event from the code editor window’s drop-down boxes 

b. typing the code in the code editor window 

c. by double clicking the control 

d. All of the above 

3. Which is not a common control event? 

a. Click 

b. SingleClick 

c. MouseMove 

d. DoubleClick 

4. The Tick event is found only in which object? 

a.  Form 

b. Timer 

c. TextBox 

d. Label 

5. The Activated event is found only in which object? 

a.  Form 

 b. Button 

 c. TextBox 

 d. Label 

6. Which is not a property of the Common control class? 

a. Show 

b. BackColor 

c. Font 

d. ForeColor 

7. Which is not true about forms and controls in Visual Basic? 

a. They are pre-built 

b. They are graphical objects 

c. New versions of the classes must be created with each project 

d. Buttons can be created with the drag and drop method 

8. Which are the standard prefixes for the text box and label controls respectively? 

a. tex and lbl 

b. tex and lab 

c. txb and lbl 

d. txt and lab 

9. Which is true about the name and text property of a control? 



a. They are the same when the control is first created 

b. The text property changes to match any changes in the name property 

c. The name property changes to match any changes in the text property 

d. They are never the same unless the programmer makes it that way 

10. Which is not a main component of the Visual Studio IDE? 

a. Solution Explorer 

b. Tool Box 

c. Start Menu 

d. Designer Window 


